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1. Embodiment and social attunement in autism – why?
2. Towards a humane science of intersubjectivity:
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3. Embodying the investigation of the experience of social
interactions
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b. some findings on autistic interactions
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1.%Introduction%

Why embodiment and social attunement in autism?
There is more and more research on it.
It is very important in practice, e.g. in certain therapeutic
approaches for autism, and also in general to better understand
the way autistic people interact with the world around them, and
to foster more smooth, or adaptive, interactions.
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Why embodiment and social attunement in autism?
There is more and more research on it.
It is very important in practice, e.g. in certain therapeutic
approaches for autism.

practice

Practitioners are interested in...

...humanely engaging with each other.
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2.%Towards%a%humane%science%of%intersubjectivity

Participatory%SenseLMaking%
The$enactive$approach$to$
intersubjectivity

Juan Muñoz

What1is1
participatory1
sense*making?

Intersubjectivity$understood$as$the$interplay$
between:
Interaction%processes%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%(the%in*between)
Their$participants$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$(individuals%involved)
Research%tools:$dynamical$systems$theory,$dual5scanning,$etc.

Juan Muñoz

What1is1
participatory1
sense*making?

Individuals%are%senseLmakers.%%

• Enaction$deﬁnes$cognition$as$senseLmaking:$
• in$terms$of$selfLorganization,$autonomy,$non5trivial$
embodiment,$experience.$$

• A$sense5maker$always$has$a$certain$perspective$on$his$

world,$because$his$self5organization$entails$certain$needs$
and$constraints.

• Sense5making$is$the$relational$process$of$signiﬁcation$
between$a$self5organizing$agent$and$his$world.$

• This$happens$at$diﬀerent$levels$of$identity.$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$(Varela$et$al.$1999,$Varela$1997,$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Thompson$2007,$Di$Paolo$2005,$2009)

Di$Paolo$(2005),$Phenom$Cogn$Sci

• SelfLorganization$is$a%precarious%process.$This$makes$things%signiﬁcant%for$cognitive$agents.$
Hence,$we$call$them%senseLmakers.%
(Varela$1979,$1997;$Weber$and$Varela$2002;$Di$Paolo$2005,$2009).

• The$basic$question$in$enaction$is$therefore$always:$
Why%does%something%mean%something%for%someone?
What%is%at%stake?
Connecting%behaviour%and%selfLorganization/existence.

What1is1
participatory1
sense*making?

The%interaction%process.

• Interactions$can$take$on$a$“life$of$their$own”
(Self5organization$of$the$interaction$process)$
(De$Jaegher$&$Di$Paolo$2007$Phenom.$Cogn.$Sci.;$
De$Jaegher$et$al.$2010,$TICS)

What1is1
participatory1
sense*making?

Interaction%processes%are%%made%of:

• Patterns%of%coordination%and%breakdown,
• which$are$good$candidates$for$mechanisms$

that$can$supplement$or$even$replace$individual$
cognitive$function.

• Complexity$of$interaction$can$be$measured$
with$dynamical$systems$tools.

• Patterns$of$coordination$can$modulate,%enable,%
and%constrain%individual%senseLmaking%
processes.

(De$Jaegher,$Di$Paolo,$Gallagher$(2010),$Trends$in$
Cognitive$Sciences)

What1is1
participatory1
sense*making?

Two%conditions%for%calling%an%interaction%social:%

• There$is$a$coLregulated,%mutual%coupling$

that$leads$to$a$(temporary)$operational$closure$
or$autonomy%of%the%interaction%process%

• The$autonomy%of%the%interactors$is$not$

destroyed$in$the$process$(though$it$can$be$
increased$or$decreased)
(De$Jaegher$&$Di$Paolo$2007;$
De$Jaegher$et$al.$2010$TICS)

Towards%a%humane%science%of%intersubjectivity

What1is1
participatory1
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Towards%a%humane%science%of%intersubjectivity
Embodying the investigation
of social interactions

“Social interactions
are embodied”

How to do this?

3.%Embodying%the%investigation%of%social%interactions

a. PRISMA
b. some findings on autistic interactions

PRISMA
A research method for
systematically unfolding
the experience of interacting.
with Barbara Pieper & Daniel Clénin

Three main characteristics:
1. a systematic protocol
2. embodied concepts and methodology
3. the researcher is her own instrument of investigation

Live interaction research, or video analysis
Participants tune, calibrate themselves
Run through several interactions (video viewings)
Each run-through, make an approximation on the experience
based on prompts
Several references of perception:
self-perception, other-perception
sensing, feeling, thinking
Spatiality, sociality, and modality of interaction

Special tool:
conFiguration

Inter-group
comparison

a. short introduction to PRISMA
b. some findings on autistic interactions

embodying the investigation of:
the experience of autistic interactions

Experiment-workshop, July 2009, Heidelberg
1 full day
Analysis of a video-fragment
6 participants, working in groups of three
18 video-viewings
from 6 different perspectives (self-perception, otherperception, sensing, feeling, thinking)
= 108 “approximations”

embodying the investigation of:
the experience of autistic interactions

Roxanne%and%Liam

embodying the investigation of:
the experience of autistic interactions
Prompt:
“While viewing Roxanne, I noticed myself feeling...”

embodying the investigation of:
the experience of autistic interactions

Roxanne
Group A
Group A
Self-perception in terms of Roxanne SP
Participant 3
Participant 4

Participant 5

S

- tension in the
stomach
- open chest
- warmth

tension in the face, but
then also relaxation
there
throbbing of the heart

periodic, slightly straining
movements accompanying
gestures

F

resonant swinging,
initiated by expressivity
+ caution

“sometimes sad,
sometimes laughing”
Then a rather
undetermined feeling in
the blue scene
I like her! Also: “liking”
“I would like to know
better how she feels”

sympathy

T

so much expression;
when it is so direct, it is
reliable – even though
so much changes

Group A
Other-perception in terms of Roxanne OP
Participant 3
Participant 4
agitated (pointed)
An alternation →
S
energy, disquietness,
openness

F

T

- belong to me,
- accept me,
- I respect you
(+ defense of their
relation)
- what do you think?
- others may think
what they like, but I
know how it is

“tension – flow“
- ?? in hand and arm
movements.
- Facial
expressiveness
“Closeness, confusion,
upset, anger, joy, love”
So plenty of
emotions
some things confuse her
these same things make
her angry
“I don’t know”

Group B
Group B
Self-perception in terms of Roxanne SP
Participant 1
Participant 2
… how I relaxed
- rapid eye movements
S

F

Joy, vitality, trust

T

…how open she is
towards Liam.

"contagion" through her
vitality
For Roxanne this world of
school is too narrow, too
small.

Participant 5
a) many sensations of
touch in the palm of the
right hand
b) the swing of her heavy
arm movements

Very graceful relating
movements

(follow her arm)
- stomach movements
- tension in the neck
- inner movement –
swinging in resonance
with her gestures +
facial expression – with
light feelings (smile,
joy, energy)
…that her energy /
movement constantly
changes the focus
…that she asks for
attention
…that she is easily
distracted

Group B
Other-perception in terms of Roxanne OP
Participant 1
Participant 2
…how experiences
need for movement
S
melt into each other

disquietness in
- arms and upper body
- eyes
outrage
energy, liveliness
affection, relatedness,
excitement, exhilarated,
gaiety
Liam is my friend.
I would like to scuffle
with him

- joy
- „power“, vitality”,
- roguishness,
exuberance

F

decidedness
affection
trust

„I find this rather slowgoing with you – we
could have „more action,
more fun”

T

She reflects on
incidents with Liam
Asks about his
introversion

(I am of importance)

Participant 6
That I feel attracted, but
am also afraid of her wild
movements
Strain and also sadness

She needs him just like he
needs her

Participant 6
desire and aggression
- I want something
from you

desire
aggression
anger
relief
sadness
I know how to do it and I
will show you

embodying the investigation of:
the experience of autistic interactions
Prompt:
“While viewing Liam, I noticed myself feeling...”

embodying the investigation of:
the experience of autistic interactions
Group A
Self-perception in terms of Liam SP
Participant 3
Participant 4
relaxation
jaw drop
S

F

Liam

T

quietness + agitated
composed in myself

somewhat rigid posture
in hands

inclination to shake him

„I feel I want to protect
him, but at the same time
I also admire how well
he’s doing
But still protectiveness
„Aiai, I wish I would
fasten him a bit“

- would he like her as
much as she likes
him?
- I would feel the
impulse to hit him –
seems as an easier
contact than
“caressing”

Group A
Other-perception in terms of Liam OP
Participant 3
Participant 4
attention (directed to the
I am light, skinny and a
S
outside)
passivity

little bit stiff (?)

Participant 5
first strong tension in my
own face
then feelings of slowing
down
“Slow Motion”
worriedness,

Group B
Self-perception in terms of Liam SP
Participant 1
Participant 2
strained, tense in
- more consolidated in
S
shoulders and stomach

F

reluctance, worriedness

T

…that he is rather
locked-in and
insecure
…that he doesn’t want
anything from others

need of protection
The boy would need a
training in boxing

Participant 5
a) be softly touched
several times

T

what happens then?
be amusedly carried
along
+ so far and no further
…she only shouldn’t let
me…

confusion, closeness
„ I have to stand my
ground“, being pulled
and pushed, but often not
unwantingly so
I don’t know
what should I do?
where are we going?
why does she do that?
Hey, not like that!

excessive demands
(I can’t follow)
helplessness (what does
happen to me?)
absence
drifting off
I don’t exactly know
what she actually wants
from me, but I’ll try to
participate

…that contact for Liam
quickly gets too much
(as well as stimuli)
…that he has to make
a big effort to
perceive them

Group B
Other-perception in terms of Liam OP
Participant 1
Participant 2
externally lumbering and
holding on to oneself or
S
insecure everything is
asking too much
preference to internally
withdraw

b) to touch oneself

F

sitting
- impulse to lift and
cross the arms
- impulse to cross the
left leg over the right
and to turn to the right
- my own quickness
- need of protection
- more concentration
is needed for attention

F

superficially threat, but
deep down the feeling of
security with Roxanne

T

what do they all want
from me
interesting patterns on the
ceiling
Roxanne is okay

1

objects
to retreat, to go back, to
move away
to hold off hands
physical contact
need of protection
effort to assimilate, to
concentrate, to
differentiate
curious
surprised
…that Roxanne is my
friend
…that she talks very
fast
…that the ceiling has ‘
an interesting colour
…that she shouldn’t
beat me

Participant 6
insecurity and I felt
excluded

fear
and
compassion
and
emotion
Great, how many things
he already dares and does

Participant 6
I feel challenged and I
like it, but I don’t always
know what she wants

confusion
curiosity
joy

what????
I want to find out!

embodying the investigation of:
the experience of autistic interactions
Prompt:
“While viewing the in-between, I noticed myself feeling...”

embodying the investigation of:
the experience of autistic interactions
Group A
Self-perception in terms of interaction between R&L SP
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5

Group B
Self-perception in terms of interaction between R&L SP
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 6
ambivalent feelings
- arms press on the
that I get touched
S

S

openness
tension in the stomach

I sensed my arms, hands
and shoulders, at the same
time light and heavy and
tight

vulnerability given
intensive movements

F

wonderful to see it +
a little bit of jealousy

Love empathy, but a
certain tension. I’d like to
open my arms

very mixed feelings given
intuitive movements

F

joy, affection

T

- her activity + his
reactivity fit together
- does she inforce his
stability by respect for
him

They don’t know how
to do it. But some
things work
nevertheless

an unequal couple, but
they like each other a
lot

T

- that they deal a lot
with borders
- very good that Liam
has Roxanne
- somehow it is
beautiful to see

Group A
Other-perception in terms of interaction between R&L OP
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
relaxation + excitement
closeness + distance
to be linked together as a
S
alternation
warm back at the end
“fluttering”

F

security, respect, trust
R: desire for contact
+ reassurance of contact

In their togetherness the
weight is heavier on one
side

T

We are friends

„We don’t know how to
do this. We try things,
sometimes they work,
sometimes they don’t”

very unequal couple, in
constant “polarity between
activity-passivity“ („Push
me – Pull you“)
still feeling very related to
each other, even needing
each other (in all
differentness)

„Somehow we belong
together, here we are
something special“

disturbed flow,
somehow dissatisfying

backrest
- foot is twisted
- eyes move away from
the picture
changing
between curiosity (to
understand) and tiredness
(of repetition)
attention often
more with her
- that R. dominates the
interaction, whereas
Liam reacts
- that both have a
conflict and solve it
- that they like each
other

by them
I like this well-rehearsed
game
I enjoy it
warmth
freedom
curiosity

- that they are like an
old couple

Group B
Other-perception in terms of interaction between R&L OP
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 6
oscillating between
taking space (her)
…having fun with each
S
closeness and distance

tightening space (him)
looking for physical
contact and holding it off

other, liking to challenge
each other
“What would I be
without you?”

F

to be familiar, to feel
accepted

… to like each other and
being happy to have each
other

T

?

…constant change
between „succeeding”,
“rather harmonic“
contact and lacking
congruity
alternating between
affection and “missing
each other”
liking each other
criticizing each other
wanting to be friends
wanting to be oneself

© Daniel Clénin und Barbara Pieper, PRISMA Projects, Munich/Berne 2015

inLbetween

knowing how they
benefit from each other

ConFigured
statement:
“Love, empathy,
but also a certain
tension, I’d like to
open my arms”

embodying the investigation of:
the experience of autistic interactions
Approximations:

“…smiled (more than I saw
before) but at a certain point the
smiling was also completely
absent. Then it erupted again
and then it went back and forth
between smiling and angry
face”

“… manages, in his own way, to
stay in contact with her and with
himself”

“…showed even more
something like a “shared
dance”, a playing-together”

Group B

Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 6

Wording of the
final prompts:

While producing the selected
statement additionally and on
purpose I put myself in
Roxanne’s shoes. It seemed to
me that she…..

While producing the selected
statement additionally and on
purpose I put myself in Liam’s
shoes. It seemed to me that
he…..

While producing the selected
statement additionally and on
purpose I put myself in the
interaction between Roxanne
and Liam. It seemed to me that
the two of them

Configured
statement:
“An unequal
couple, but they
like each other a
lot”
Approximations:

Roxanne
“… feels a little uncertain.”

Liam
“…swayed between being
pulled towards R. and protecting
himself. Undecided if enjoying
or not”

InLbetween
“knowing each other well and
again and again wanting to
know something about each
other.”

© Daniel Clénin und Barbara Pieper, PRISMA Projects, Munich/Berne 2015

embodying the investigation of:
the experience of autistic interactions

Some striking results overall:
• ...

•

•

The relational quality of Liam’s behaviour.
He remains in touch with himself and with Roxanne, even
though at first, participants approximate for him:
“worriedness, need of protection”, “the boy would need a
training in boxing” (P5, P2), and “I can’t follow”,
“helplessness”, “absence, drifting off ” (P5),...
“Why are these children diagnosed with autism?”

4.%Conclusions

•

Bringing together research & practice on
intersubjectivity
=> participatory sense-making
=> Bringing together behaviour and existence
Self-organization of interaction and of participants
=> Questions:
Why does something mean something to
someone?

What is at stake?

4.%Conclusions

• PRISMA on autistic interactions:
• through embodying, participating => real transformation:
of the research object and of the subject.
• Insights and changed experience
• This process would need 1/2 – 2 days
• Training researchers and practitioners
• Interested? Contact me: h.de.jaegher@gmail.com,

or Barbara Pieper: mail@barbarapieper.de

4.%Conclusions

• In enaction/enactive theory, there is also an en-activism
of “objective”, classical, functionalist methods
• Criticism
for evaluating research, managerial target-oriented
practice, e.g. in medicine
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